Editorial

Strategic Design Research Journal has published the
last issue of 2018.
All content can be viewed in open access format. We
invite you to review the list of papers here and then the articles of your interest:
• Co-creative partnerships as catalysts for social
change by Ingrid Mulder;
• An overview on strategic design for socio-technical
innovation by Pablo Marcel de Arruda Torres;
• Assessment and technological forecasting in the textile industry: From first industrial revolution to the Industry 4.0 by Adriana Yumi Sato Duarte, Regina Aparecida Sanches and Franco Giuseppe Dedini;
• Design for sustainability in future scenarios in the
self-service food packaging sector by Dulce de Meira
Albach, Dalton Luiz Razera, Jorge Lino Alves;
• Understanding the customer benefits of customisation:
Case surfboard by Piia Nurkka and Kaisa Väänänen;
• Towards a reference framework and characterization
of Advanced Design, a design culture for strategic designers by Roberto Iñiguez Flores and Ruth Maribel
León Morán;
• A proposal for a method of the redesign of self-organising systems: The case of minibus transportation in
the Istanbul public transport system by Deniz Ekmekçioğlu and Meltem Özkaraman Şen;
• Design for all as a research and education strategy
by Luis Alfredo Rodríguez and Angélica Martínez de
la Peña;
• Promoting organizational change through new meanings: Designing the rhetoric and the aesthetics of ser-

vice offerings by Karine de Mello Freire and Vera Maria Marsicano Damasio;
•D
 o you think what I think? Strategic ways to design
product-human conversation by Umberto Tolino and
Ilaria Mariani
• Gamification, citizen science, and civic technologies: In
search of the common good by Rejane Spitz, Clorisval
Pereira Junior, Francisco Queiroz, Leonardo Cardarelli
Leite, Peter Dam and Alexandre Cantini Rezende.
Strategic Design Research Journal is a cross-cultural
and cross-disciplinary forum for the discussion of strategic
design. We are waiting for your ideas on design and its future. Remember that:
• SDRJ is a peer-reviewed journal and the publication
of articles is subjected to a review made by, at least,
two ad hoc reviewers using the double blind review
process;
• SDRJ has absolutely no article processing charges
(APC) or article submission charges;
• SDRJ is completely open access and publishes articles under a creative commons attribution 4.0 international license;
• SDRJ is indexed in many databases;
• SDRJ accepts submissions on a rolling basis;
•S
 DRJ also works through calls for papers.
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